
 

 

NEWS  FROM  OUR COURSE LEADERS 

 

COURTAULD GALLERY IN LONDON 

The lovely Bill Nighy introduces us to the Courtauld as his favourite gallery in  London 

(about 2.15 minutes)  Then the more in-depth (but still brief about 7 minutes)          

introduction from the Head of the Courtauld Gallery: 

      https://youtu.be/_MFrNueRZqU  and  https://youtu.be/Qi8oNqJQcWk 

                GREAT CATS, TOKUHIRO KAWAI, JAPAN 

Scrolling through various art and links we found these fabulous 
paintings and the link below. We have never seen this sort of paint-
ing before nor heard of the artist so it was a delightful chance find!  
https://www.thegreatcat.org/the-cat-in-art-and-photos-2/cats-asian-
art/tokuhiro-kawai-1971-present-japanese/ 

                                     QUEENSLAND GALLERY OF MODERN ART 

Mavis Ngallametta: Show Me the Way to  Go Home.            
This exhibition presented in video from Queensland Gallery of      
Modern Art opened  in March but the gallery closed its doors due to 
Covid-19. Fortunately Katina Davidson, Curator of Indigenous Art, 
QAGOMA and co-curator

 
of the exhibition has recorded a playlist of      

11 short videos taking us through this exhibition. https://
www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PL_OplQD58KphdKaQik_DeVPB7zRKfrnjv 

THE SCOTTISH GALLERY 

The Scottish Gallery in Edinburgh has presented an online exhibition  called   
Great Scots in Isolation. It is a series of short 1-2 minute films by Scottish Gallery 
artists exploring their responses to the challenge of forced isolation due to Covid-19 
lockdown measures.   
https://scottish-gallery.co.uk/film/scots-in-isolation 

SOUTH AFRICAN TEXTILE ARTIST BILLIE ZANGEWE 

The link below takes you to an article about Billie Zangewa. It     

includes photos of her work and a 10 minute video where she     

expands on her approach, inspiration and journey.                   

https://www.culturetype.com/2020/05/07/recognition-of-south-

african-based-billie-zangewa-continues-to-grow-as-lehmann-

maupin-adds-textile-artist-to-its-roster/ 

GALLERY TOURS DURING COVID-19   

Unfortunately it has not been possible to visit any regional galleries so far this year. With lots of time to search online, we've 

discovered some lovely short videos related to galleries and artists.  Here are some  of the great  galleries and artists we have 

visited during Covid-19 restrictions       

        Maggie Currie & Maureen Joyce, U3A PORT FAIRY 
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